Teacher of Physical Education  
(Starting August 2016)

Temporary Part Time* Teacher of Physical Education  
(August 2016 to June 2017)

[*Please note that applicants for the PART TIME POST must be a permanent Hong Kong resident or possess a valid visa to work in Hong Kong. Applicants should also note that temporary contracts are not supported by the ESF benefit package.]

As our Team grows to meet demand, we are looking to appoint energetic and dynamic teachers of PE who will be teaching in the girls’ curriculum area. In addition to the general requirements, candidates for these posts will ideally have experience of GCSE PE and the ability to make a commitment to extra-curricular sport, in particular netball. This will be after school and will involve some weekends.

South Island School has an outstanding Physical Education (PE) Department. It has an experienced, and enthusiastic team, which works collaboratively to meet the wider aspirations of pedagogy across the curriculum. The PE facilities at South Island School are excellent. The school-based provision includes – indoor heated 25m swimming pool, full sized sports hall, gymnasium, 2 outdoor court areas, astro-turf, multi sport area and a weight training area.

We already achieve considerable success in a wide range of sports and activities, with considerable contributions from other teachers and professional coaches. Our teams regularly achieve success in the Hong Kong Secondary Schools Sports Federation leagues, the ISSFHK and within the ESF family. Many individuals go on to represent Hong Kong at national level. The PE syllabus offered at Year 7 to 11 is a broad and balanced program that caters for the needs of students of all abilities. It has achieved considerable success at GCSE and BTEC level, and continues to develop the increasingly popular IB Sports Exercise and Health Science course, now rolling forward into Higher Level.

The leading characteristic of a South Island teacher is creative energy. This is a school where it is possible to innovate, to create and to take risks within an environment where the happiness and the high attainment of our students are our twin core goals. Teachers will frequently team-teach, promote enquiry-based approaches and seek to locate all of our learning in authentic contexts. As a teacher, it is essential that you are able to demonstrate the same level of professionalism and passion for learning that is shown by our teaching teams.

Please submit your applications via ESF online recruitment system at http://recruit.esf.edu.hk/

Closing Date: Monday 30th May 2016 at midnight HK time.